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Thanks for your contributions!
Future articles & photos can be sent to
wozzop@gmail.com by Friday evenings.

We love hearing from you!

12:10-12:55 // Bildmuseet, Flexhallen 12:15-12:55 // Lindellhallen, Hall A 19:00 // Norrlands Opera
January 31 // Tuesday

Medan Klockan Tickar

January 23 // Monday

Quite a Character

January 26 // Thursday

The Protagonist

A theatre performance about four 
researchers who have dedicated their 
professional life to climate research.

The show will be held in Swedish.

Attention: limited seats available, se 
Swedish Kultur på campus homepage 
for online application!

Cullberg Ballet is back at 

NorrlandsOperan! The ensemble’s 

strong stage personalities take turns 

playing the lead role in a new epic 

works of the choreographer Jephthah 

van Dinther.

Just bring your lunch box and enjoy a 

great portion of shorts! 

UPCOMING EVENTS

WEEKLY TED TALK
THE PLAYFUL WONDERLAND BEHIND GREAT INVENTIONS
Steven Johnson  |  Oct. 2016  |  7 min  |  https://goo.gl/nFk2BW

Necessity is the mother of invention, 

right? Well, not always. Steven Johnson 

shows us how some of the most 

transformative ideas and technologies, 

like the computer, didn’t emerge out 

of necessity at all but instead from 

the strange delight of play. Share this 

captivating, illustrated exploration 

of the history of invention. Turns out, 

you’ll find the future wherever people 

are having the most fun. 

 “You’ll find the future wherever  
people are having the most fun”

On Wednesday, January 18, 
Ställverket hosted a workshop 
on finding solution to keeping 
the kitchen clean.

One of the immediate changes 
is introducing cleaning twice 
a week: a mini cleaning in 
the middle of the week on 
Wednesdays and regular Friday 
cleaning .

Further solutions based on the 
results of the workshop will be 
discused on Monday, January 
23, by Ställverket board and 
announced later :)



There’s a new sub-genre of ghost 
stories out there today—one where 
the antagonist isn’t quite human. 
You can find these tales on user 
forums for many voice assistants: 
One user reports he and his wife 
heard Alexa’s voice coming from 
their kitchen in the middle of the 
night. Another reported hearing a 
strange man’s voice through his 
Echo. “What the hell?” wrote one 
user on Reddit who was “freaked” 
after Echo behaved unusually. “Can 
Alexa only do things when told, or 
does she act on her own?

These stories—usually just aberrations 

explained by user error—externalize 

the unease we feel with our new 

roommates. They’re always listening. 

They learn from the words we say 

and the things we do. And it’s hard to 

know where this stream of personal 

information ends up. Who uses it? Is 

it sold? Can I see it? Will my chuckle 

at an off-color joke during a stand-up 

show exist for eternity in a suburban 

data center? Do I have any control over 

this multifaceted algorithmic portrait 

it’s painting of me? A robot talking 

to itself in the middle of the night is 

Continue reading at: 
http://www.fastcodesign.
com/3067225/this-company-is-
challenging-apples-design-em-
pire-with-a-129-computer 

funny. It’s also really spooky.

More and more Americans interact 

with some form of AI on a daily basis, 

whether through a voice assistant from 

Apple, Google, Amazon, or Microsoft, 

or through their apps, devices, and 

cars. Easing this transition is a new 

field of design. Instead of buttons and 

interface elements, it encompasses the 

way a voice lilts upward at the end of 

a sentence, the part of the brain that 

activates when it sees a sad face or 

hears a joke, and emotions like pity 

and trust.

These are the skeuomorphs of this new 

field—think of them as affordances 

for AI. They’re the spiritual successors 

to the visual metaphors of early 

graphical user interfaces, but there’s a 

big difference between an icon shaped 

like a trash can and the tilt of a robotic 

eyebrow. These new affordances don’t 

show users what they can do with 

a technology, they describe what a 

technology won’t do to users: They 

won’t hurt us, they won’t spy on us, 

they won’t reveal our secrets. They are 

literally user-friendly. Yet could there 

be hidden costs for users when AI acts 

like a friend?

In many cases, these affordances do 

nothing more than enhance the user 

experience, benefiting users. Several 

great examples could be seen at this 

year’s Consumer Electronics Show in 

Las Vegas, like the new home robot 

Kuri, an “insanely cute” robot that 

“fills a void in your empty human 

soul.” The company behind the robot, 

Mayfield Robotics, hired veteran Pixar 

animator Doug Dooley to design Kuri’s 

“animations,” or its expressions and 

behavior. “To make sure that everything 

he does is not going to be creepy, we 

had to make sure that you knew a split 

second beforehand exactly what he’s 

going to do,” wrote Dooley before CES .

Kuri’s perfectly round eyes crinkle into 

sweet half-moons when it interacts, 

rather than responding with words. 

In fact, Kuri speaks its own language. 

In one Kuri commercial, a pet parrot 

repeats some less than flattering 

things to its owner’s in-laws. “Kuri 

won’t repeat the things you say at the 

wrong time,” a narrator says. “Kuri isn’t 

like any other robot,” explains another 

commercial as a young child comforts 

Kuri. “And that’s a good thing.”

It’s a brilliant application of human 

THE END OF USER-FRIENDLY DESIGN
As emotive, verbal AI colonizes our world, “user-friendly” doesn’t mean what it once did.

etiquette to robotics, letting us know 

that our robot friends won’t betray us 

with their blunt mechanical reading of 

social situations.

Or take the way some car companies 

are building personality into their 

autonomous cars to make humans 

feel safer and more trusting of this 

new technology. At CES my colleague 

Meg Miller spoke with designers at 

Toyota’s Calty design facility, who are 

working on its autonomous concept 

car. Their design carefully mimics 

human features—from its wide and 

thickly eye-lashed “eyes” (or headlights) 

to its sweet, engaging “personality.” 

of the robots was programmed to 

“accidentally” drop one of the eggs—

but then apologize for its mistake 

and use heart-rending cartoon facial 

expressions to show it felt sad. The 

cooks preferred the robot that had 

made the mistake to the robots 

that made no mistakes but didn’t 

communicate. Then the researchers 

twisted the knife: They programmed 

the sad robot to ask for the job of 

sous-chef. “It felt appropriate to say 

no, but I felt really bad saying it,” one 

cook reported. “When the face was 

really sad, I felt even worse. I felt bad 

because the robot was trying to do its 

job.”

be a dangerous thing when it comes 

to more insidious forms of AI. For 

instance, imagine a voice assistant that 

sells the data you share to advertisers, 

or to use a vivid example from the 

2016 presidential election season, 

an algorithm that learns what news 

stories make you happy and only 

shows you those stories. User-friendly 

design, taken to that kind of extreme, 

isn’t really that great for users.

So what’s to be done? Should we 

should all forego the new generation 

of AI assistants and autonomous tech 

to live a life free of the risks? Should 

designers scrub all semblance of 

Designing a car’s personality first, 

as Calty’s studio chief designer Ian 

Cartabiano explained, is “a really great 

way to feel an affinity for an AI.”

This kind of thinking can be traced 

all the way back to Disney, whose 

illustrators in the 1930s established 

12 basic principles of animation to 

give inanimate objects the “illusion 

of life,” using behaviors that would be 

inherently understood by viewers—

even if they’d never seen a magic 

carpet with a personality.

There’s a lot of good evidence for 

this approach to interaction design. 

For instance, last year, a study from 

the University College London led by 

robotics researcher Adriana Hamacher 

illustrated its power vividly and 

hilariously. Human subjects were 

invited to whip up an omelette with 

help from a series of robots. One 

Affordances aren’t bad; in fact they’re 

often good. They’re a necessary part 

of life with technology, and they exist 

for a reason—to help users. There’s 

nothing wrong with using human 

language and behavior to make 

people feel more comfortable with a 

sweet robot who reminds you of your 

meetings or a car software that helps 

you relax.

“User-friendly design, taken to that 

extreme, isn’t really that great for 

users.”

But Hamacher’s study reveals the other 

side of the coin: That in the wrong 

hands, technology could push us to 

make choices that aren’t ultimately 

very good for us—far beyond hiring a 

robot that sucks at making omelets. AI 

has an incredible power to manipulate 

us by learning from our behavior. 

That can be a good thing, and it can 

by Kelsey Campbell-Dollaghan

these human affordances from their 

products, so we’re not tempted to over-

share or trust too readily? Should all of 

our devices be cold and machine-like, 

rather than warm and friendly?

“We need design that doesn’t just 

show people how to use technology, 

but shows how their technology is 

using them. 

Not necessarily—but we’re entering a 

new phase of technology where users 

have to demand transparency, and 

designers have to build it. 



#LIFEATUID // THE WEEK THAT WAS

// 100 WAYS OF OPENING DOORS by @cifie

// PRESENTATIONS

// IXD1 IN SOFTLAB

@lauren__robertson 
Hahaha sorry fika team! I 
made scams... scones made 
by eyesight measurement 
what happened to these?! 

@martschopcar  
Winter isn’t over yet

@augustzheng  
Sanding Forever

@martschopcar  
Saturday fun

@augustzheng Luckily 
everything turned out to 
be good. Feel so nice to be 
a member of such a good 
class that we can inspired 
and learn so much from each 
other

SHARE YOUR 
PROJECTS, FIKAS AND 

CLASS MOMENTS 
WITH UID 

BY SENDING YOUR 
PHOTOS TO   

WOZZOP@GMAIL.COM



NEEDS DESIGNERS!
Like... for real. Please help out.

Get paid & contribute to the UID spirit

or find Lisa Selin or Sebastian de Cabo Portugal from IDI
or Justyna Fryczak from IxD1

CONTACT US AT WOZZOP@GMAIL.COM

UMEÅMÄSTERSKAPEN
SNÖSKULPTUR 2017
FREDAG 10 & LÖRDAG 11 FEBRUARI      

INBJUDAN TILL

30.000 KR
I PRISPENGAR!!!       

Juryn utser vinnande skulpturer uti-
från följande aspekter.
p Konstnärligt utförande
p Teknisk skicklighet

Prisutdelning sker lördagen
den 11 februari kl. 13.30

Priser – den totala prissumman
är på 30.000:- fördelat på:

1:a 7.000:-  2:a 4.000:-  3:e 3.000:-  
4:e till och med 8:e 2.000:-/st
Publikens val + 6.000:-

För anmälningsblanketter
och tävlingsregler ring
Martin Uddestrand  
tel 090-13 88 70, 0730-39 43 18                                             
mail: m.uddestrand@icloud.com

Sista anmälningsdag
söndag 5 februari                                                     

Årets tema: 
”Ålder, Visdom och Respekt”

Tävlingen inleds
fredagen den 10 februari kl 10:00                                     

med lottning av snökuberna.
Plats:  RÅDHUSTORGETS SCEN

De tävlande får arbeta på skulp-
turerna hela tävlingstiden, dvs

fredag kl 10:00 till lördag  kl 13:00

Arrangören tillhandahåller spadar, 
raspar och stegar. Egna verktyg men 

inte motordrivna är tillåtna.

Arrangören tillhandahåller
värmestuga och toalettvagn.
I värmestugan finns mackor,

varm dryck 

Vid utlottningen av snökuberna
får varje deltagare en biljett till ett
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SUSTAINERGIES CUP

INVITATION TO UMEÅ SNOW SCULPTURE CHAMPIONSHIPS 2017

There is still time for students to compete and win 25 000 SEK!

Remember that you can compete individually or in a group! Do you want to know more about the cases 

of Skandia Fastigheter, the Swedish Energy Agency or Atlas Copco?  

Visit our website http://www.sustainergies.se/cup/ and hand in your solution by 29th of January 2017.

1. Understand the case

Break it down and ask yourself: What is 

the challenge, specifically? What is the 

organisation asking for? What are the 

possibilities and limitations?

Application deadline Sunday 5 February

The tournament begins Friday 10 
February at 10:00 with a lottery of 

snow cubes.

Location: Rådhustorgets Stage.

The organizers will provide shovels, 

rasps and ladders. No power tools are 

allowed

In the snow cubes lottery, each 

participant receives a ticket to one 

meal (skrovmål)  which can be used 

during the contest period.

1st 7000 SEK
2nd 4000 SEK
3rd 3000 SEK 
4th through 8th 2000: -/each 
The audience’s choice + 6000: - 

2. Brainstorm ideas

Visualize a specific situation. What 

sustainability challenges can you 

identify? What are the potential 

solutions?

3. Develop your idea

Select your most appealing idea and 

develop it in detail. Clarify the how’s, 

when’s, what’s, and why’s. It may be 

crystal clear in your mind, but you 

need to communicate this clarity to the 

readers and jury.


